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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
What a lot has happened since the last issue.
We have had the JK and British Championships in swift succession. Congratulations to all those who achieved success and
particularly the Mens Short Relay team at the British. The juniors have qualified for the Yvette Baker trophy for another year.
We have also had winners in the South West Galoppen with Meg Somers W14 and Rob Parkinson M55. On the international
stage the two teams from Torquay Boys came 8 th and 12th out of 22 teams in the World schools orienteering championships.
Further details can be found in the magazine.
We have just had an election. Let us hope that our sport will not be adversely affected over the next 5 years. Congratulations to
John Dyson M70 who was elected as an independent councillor in East Devon.
Our own election is at the end of September where there are opportunities to serve on the committee. The current committee
would welcome representatives from all sections of the Devon club community and in particular from the ladies and those living
in East Devon. This gives an opportunity to influence what the club to benefit all sections and understand the decisions made.
Some people have wondered why we had increased entry fees to £8 in 2015 and whether this is too much. It is the same cost as
Kerno charges but a lot more than QO charges. The increase was made to provide core funding for not only our events but also
some of the additional activities undertaken, for example compass Sport Cup final entries and junior support.
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The club has invested in the new website and mapping including the new map at Fernworthy. In years past the Tamar Triple and
Caddihoe Chase brought in significant extra revenue but numbers attending have fallen over recent years so we cannot rely on
these to fund extra activities. We also face greater limitations with the areas we can use at Tamar Triple in late May.
Matt Atkins has recently carried out an exercise to see how the funds of the club will fare over the next few years. This is not an
easy exercise as we have one year with the income from our two big events and then a year with no big events. The conclusion
reached was that the level of funds should stay around their current level but that there are uncertainties which could affect the
outcome either way!
The funds the club has were over £13,000 in 2010. There is now some £6600 so you can see we are spending our money. You
may wonder if we could reduce our funds still further. Yes we could but keeping a level of reserves would allow us to ride out a
financial shock such as the withdrawal of an area either temporarily or permanently perhaps after we have paid for a new map but
before the income comes in. We have lost areas and we had a fright last year that Fernworthy might be withdrawn for Tamar
Triple when a bird flew in.
If you have any questions or concerns please speak to our Treasurer Matt Atkins and, of course, it is something we can discuss at
the AGM.
Looking forward to Tamar Triple 2016 the hope is to have a series of events in a compact area, in this case around Plymouth.
These would hopefully include a Plymouth urban event, a middle distance South West championship event at Mount Edgcumbe
and a long distance event in a newly remapped Plym Woods. As I write this note we have just received details of the felling plans
for Plym Woods. Once we understand these we will be able to determine whether it is appropriate to go ahead with remapping
that area.
In the meantime we have the Caddihoe Chase at Fernworthy to enjoy in September and before that the Scotttish 6 day series of
events alongside the World Championships.
Happy orienteering.
Nicholas Maxwell

COMPASS SPORT CUP SCORERS
Short Brown:
Junior Men Green:
Orange Women:
Blue Men:
Green Men
Orange men
Blue Women
Green Men
Green Men
Junior Women Sh. Gr.
Vet Short Green
Green Women
Vet Short Green
Junior men
Brown
Vet Short Green
Junior Men Green
Green Women
Green Men
Blue Men
Green Women
Orange Men
Vet Short Green
Orange Men
Green Women

Kit Grierson
100
Grey Grierson 100
Meg Sommers 100
Rob Parkinson 99
David Harper
99
Flurry Grierson 96
Tessa Stone
95
Wilf Taylor
95
Mike Wimpenny 94
Emily Keenan 94
Carol Pearce
93
Barbara Keenan 92
John Pearce
92
Dom Walker
92
Alan Knight
90
Jill Green
90
Harry McMurtrie 90
Eleanor Taylor 85
Philip Beale
85
Tom McMurtrie 83
Philippa Bushell 82
Angus Muir
80
Susan Hateley 78
Dan Greaves
78
Torria Wimpenny 75
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YVETTE BAKER TROPHY
At the Yvette Baker heat held at the Rushmore Estate by Wessex, the Devon youngsters were beaten by BOK by just 2 points.
They qualify for the final as we won the Trophy last year. The final will be held on 5th July at Nottingham University. It is
important that as many Juniors as possible go to the event to bring the Trophy home again. Please contact Tess Stone or Steve
Perrelle. Please put the date in your diaries.

RESULTS OF JK
JK Sprint
4th
Carol Pearce
W70
9th
Flurry Grierson M14

5th

Tom Lillicrap

M65

JK Days 2 & 3
1st
Jack Forrest
M14B
3rd
Flurry Grierson M14A
3rd
Carol Pearce
W70L

1st
3rd
6th

Emily Keenan
Tom Lillicrap
Chris Garrett

W18L
M65L
M20L

Relay
2nd
6th
6th

Men’s Short
Devon Dream Team
Grey Grierson, Joss Knight and Kit Grierson
Intermediate Men
Devon Dashers
James Dean, Tom Snow and Harry Fox
Mixed Ad Hoc
Devon Extras
James Nicholson, Frankie Perran Smith and Duncan Taylor

BRITISH LONG CHAMPIONSHIPS
BOC Individual
1st
Tom Perry
2nd
Chris Garrett
4th
Flurry Grierson
5th
Jill Green
9th
Jonty Eaton Hart
10th
Kit Grierson
BOC Relay
Champions
6th

M12B
M20L
M14L
W70L
M16A
M20E

!st
3rd
5th
8th
9th

Susan Hateley W70S
Carol Pearce
W70L
Dulcie Grierson W16A
Ann Hughes
W70L
Andrew Eaton Hart M45B

Men’s Short
Devon Dashers
Grey Grierson, Joss Knight and Kit Grierson
M60
Devon Drakes
David Harper, Mike Wimpenny and Wilf Taylor

SW Middle Distance Champions
The following are SW Middle Distance Champions.
Congratulations
M14
M65

Hugo Twigger
Mike Wimpenny

M60

David Harper
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REPORTS

WORLD SCHOOLS CHAMPIONSHIPS 2015: ANTALYE, TURKEY
It is difficult to guess what a World schools Orienteering Championship is going to be like and nothing that is said is
going to prepare you properly. This year our school were lucky enough to represent English schools in both the boys
age groups. It was only when we all met up at Manchester airport in our red England tracksuits that it really struck
home what we were part of.
The England contingent consists of both select and schools teams at W14, M14, W16 and M16 so with coaches for
each team there were 50 of us in total making the trip. Not the best start with a three hour delay on our flight to
Istanbul so we missed our connection. A bit of relief that we managed to get rebooked on to the last flight south to
Antalye but by the time we were actually heading to bed it was 0245 with instructions to get up at 0700.
Picture a very nice 4 star hotel complex with 750 young athletes plus coaches. Awesome food, free drinks and a pool
to die for. Not quite what we expected but very nice to say the least. A change from the village hall or scout hut floor
we are all used to.
Over the seven days there are two competitive races, a long and a middle race and afterwards, mainly for fun, a fun
relay.
Day three: “My first race wearing an England top and going down to breakfast the nerves started kicking in. With a
later start than most I had to wait for the last bus taking me out to quarantine and on arrival it was nice to meet up
again with the majority of the team. With the large number of runners I was in for a three hour wait. Time passes
slowly. Eventually it was time for my warm up with Ben, a few words with Josh reminding me to stick to the basics
and then it was into the starting grid. It was nice to get a minutes planning and I was relieved to see the first four legs
were straightforward but then ….. ouch , almost a 1Km leg right up over the mountains. Just enough time to work out
that straight(ish) made as much sense as any, scanned the later controls and I was off.
Stone everywhere underfoot but four clean controls calmed the nerves a bit just in time for leg 5. Round the spur, up
the valley and then up the 3rd re-entrant, up being the relevant word with it getting harder underfoot as I climbed.
Finally reaching the top cutting over the saddle it was down the other re-entrant and there it was. Good route choice
….. I think ”. Harry Fox
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Getting that first race done took a lot of the pressure off and it was a much more relaxed group back at the hotel that
evening going through maps and reviewing courses.
The Middle distance race was set quite high in the mountains and we were now used to the coach travel, quarantine
etc. A mixed set of results and runs. After a rather vague and confusing area with numerous terraces not marked on
the map the courses went into clearer more defined terrain with good contour features to follow. Plenty of stones to
get caught up in but a lot more runnable if you choose your route well.
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A really enjoyable day with the relays in Kemer. Although called the friendship relay it was still keenly contested
with teams of three from different counties working together and coming over the finishing line holding hands. The
scrum at the first control was something else and that was before the coaches joined in with their own race. A great
way of finishing off the races.
Looking back at the trip it was a great experience. World schools events are different from most other competitions as
there is a real social side to them with all the runners from the nations mixing well. Result wise we were placed 8 th
and 12th which is very much in the middle. As a result we now know what to do to improve our performances and will
be doing what we can to do precisely that.
Sean Rowe

Torquay Boys Grammar School
JK AND BRITISH LONG CHAMPIONSHIPS

The JK presented for me new challenging terrain and features compared to last year in Wales. The terrain was the complete
opposite to last year. The atmosphere was buzzing with Czech, Polish, and Swiss national teams. I came 3rd overall on day 2 & 3
which was, for me, fantastic as I am bottom year M14 and I know the competition is very good. I was congratulated on the
podium by Thierry Georgiou of France, who is my hero. At the British Champs I narrowly missed 3rd place by about 30 seconds
and came 4th. I loved the relay the next day. I am looking forward to Scotland in the Summer.
Flurry Grierson

BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS.

For once I had a near perfect time in the forest. As I was only doing the W70S course I was very relaxed and hoped only not to
come last. Collecting my map from the box on the table (it was so good not to have to bend down) as the bleeper went I was
quickly off at a walk through the woods to the path and followed it over the ditch i needed before turning to follow it down to the
control.
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I was pleased to see other competitors using the same route, but slightly overshot as I came close to the ditch junction. I turned
onto the ditch and straight onto the control. 1 down. I went diagonally onto the forest road to the junction and down the major
path for a 100 metres before heading onto the spur and down the ride towards number 2. Past a large depression on the edge of
the circle and into my depression. Then it was back down the contours to the major track and across two streams to the stream
junction with the stream I needed, across onto the eastern bank and follow it downstream to the shallow re-entrant. Onto the track
to the east and follow it down to the junction with the forest road. I had debated the best route, forest road or old railwa y track
bed. The forest road won as it had a clear attack point and no fence to cross! I tried to walk as fast as I could along this section,
counting streams and track junctions as I went. Just before the second junction I headed west into the forest and was very
impressed at how easy it was to get through the light and darker green bits of the woods straight onto the control. 4 controls done
and most controls hit very well. Then it was back the way I had come to get onto the forest road and after the next stream I
headed east to the complex of ditches, I knew I was too far south and followed the ditch for a few paces, looked at my feet and
there was the control. I went back along the ditch and straight onto control 6. From here I went diagonally to the major track and
to its junction with the forest road. Using the junction as an attack point I used the compass to guide me to the second ditch and
followed it down hill to the wall and the control. 7 controls completed and I felt that i was very nearly falling onto them! From 7
I followed the stream up to the forest road and across it heading to some slightly thicker wood. At my feet the control! Moving
NE I used the 2nd ditch as my way through the light green ending up directly on the track junction before heading to the control in
the depression. I followed the tracks and the stream of competitors heading up to the final control and then the tapes to the finish.
It is a great feeling to hear people I know shouting me home – thank you. I had to wait until we had got home on the Sunday to
see that I was 1st on my course by nearly 40 minutes! A nearly perfect run!
Susan Hateley

SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 22ND APRIL 2015
Fixtures
a. SWOA 50th anniversary CATI event:. Killerton suggested, Matt offered to plan, and event could be upgraded to level C.
b. Caddihoe Chase 2017: Burrator pencilled in (but see later comment re Golden Dagger)
c. NM had received request for clubs to host British Sprints and Middle Champs in 2018. Should we consider? Agreed that
time of year limited venues, but it depended on flexibility (date subsequently confirmed by C Vince as being Sept 18).
Possibly Holne Moor, Bicton, Exeter Uni, Woodbury. Club would only be expected to host one of the events.
d. Request also for Compass Sport Cup Final 2017. Car parking always an issue and too soon after CC2017, so would
decline
Finance
Proposals for budget figures for 15/16 and 17/18 & forecasts for 14/15 were reviewed. Difficult to estimate as many items
variable, and inevitably had to be prudent with income forecasts, but not to understate likely expenditure. Hence, forecast for
balances to decline should not cause too much alarm, other than to warn that the Club did not have much money to play with.
However concern that to arrive at these figures, discretionary spending was restricted- just the sort of things that the Club should
be spending to develop: training, publicity, mapping, etc.
It was commented that Club could no longer rely solely on big events for largest part of funding. Regular events were the bedrock
of the Club’s finances, so maintaining a decent list of these was vital.
Mapping Group update
Golden Dagger: Club were looking into mapping for CC2017. Plym Forest: Very ‘green’ in places, but still possible to use. Still
trying to get a felling plan.
The Committee AGREED to authorise the purchase of 2 sighting compasses and a range finder for the Club to use for training
(total £150).
Communication
Mailchimp offers another way of communicating with members, and a quick way to get information to members’ inboxes, e.g.
prompt of coming events. Mailchimp could not totally replace existing means of communicating (e.g. for AGM notices), but
could reduce the number of mailings to club members, with all the problems that had caused . Mailchimp emphasise the need to
have the specific approval of recipient, so we would need to write to all Club members for consent, and therefore some may not
sign up. As a safeguard, each mailing would have an “Unsubscribe” link enabling member to remove themselves from mailing
list. Success depends on degree of take-up.
It had been tested on small selection of members who had signed up for Mailchimp. It had not been able to attach club magazines
to the mailings.
General agreement that this was worth trying and to send an email to all club members explaining Mailchimp and encouraging
them to sign up.
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Volunteer Co-ordinator
Alan felt that the Club ought to have a Volunteer Co-ordinator, not just because it would be a requirement of re-accrediting with
BOF’s Clubmark scheme, but also because it would benefit the Club.
His paper followed from discussions with NGOC who had appointed one, so had a job description, of sorts.
General agreement that it was a good idea, and that the volunteering pool needed to be widened, but big question of who?.
Agreement that there should be at least one female on the Committee, and this would be an opportunity. Agreed to discuss at next
meeting after reviewing paper.
.
Next Meeting 1930 Wednesday 10th June 2015, Chudleigh Town Hall
Steve Perrelle

DEVON EVENTS
June
14th
League Event
July
19th
Devon Relays
September
5th
Caddihoe Chase
6th
Caddihoe Chase
27th

Club Championships

Mutters Moor
Knightshayes, Tiverton

SS960153

Fernworthy, Chagford SX659839
Fernworthy, Chagford SX659839
Whitchurch Common
Score event with mass start

KERNO EVENTS
May
31st
Winter Series
Tehidy Country Park
June
13th
Summer Series
Holywell Bay
27th
Summer Series
Mount Edgcumbe
July
11th
Summer Series
Trelissick, Truro
th
25
Summer Series
Tehidy, Redruth
(The Summer Series are held on Saturdays, starting around 4pm. They have a variety of formats with a picnic or
social to follow the orienteering)

Chris Garrett at the British Championships.
2nd at the British Long Championships on M20L and 6th at the JK days 2 &
3 on M20 L
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